We study the plane wave limit of AdS 5 × S 5 /Z 2 which arises as the near horizon 
Introduction
Following the ideas in [1] we consider a limit of a particular large N gauge theory where we can see both closed and open strings arising in the large N limit. These closed and open strings move in a ten dimensional space, though the ends of the open strings move on a D7 brane located at an orientifold sevenplane. The limit is the same as the one considered in [1] . In [1] only closed strings were obtained since the Yang Mills theory contained only fields in the adjoint representation. The theory we consider here is an N = 2 Sp(N) gauge theory with a hypermultiplet in the antisymmetric representation and four fundamental hypermultiplets. Since there are fields in the fundamental we will now have open strings in the 't Hooft limit [2] . This theory is dual to string theory on AdS 5 × S 5 /Z 2 , where the Z 2
is an orientifold action [3, 4] . Here we consider the limit of large 't Hooft coupling, we pick a U(1) generator, J, inside the symmetry group of the theory and we consider operators that carry large charge under J but have a conformal dimension close to J, i.e. ∆ − J is small. We consider such operators at weak 't Hooft coupling and we identify some operators that get small corrections to their dimensions which start looking like strings propagating on an orientifold of the maximally supersymmetric plane wave background [5] . We have In section 2 we consider string theory in the background of the orientifolded pp wave, in section 3 we look at the field theory corresponding to the D3-D7-O(7) system. In section 4 we identify the string theory spectrum in the plane wave limit, with the gauge invariant operators. We then analyze the calculation of the anomalous dimension of operators, derive the string bit hamiltonian and argue that we obtain the right boundary conditions for the open string.
Other papers describing orbifolds of N = 4 gauge theories and their corresponding plane wave limits include [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . Other aspects of plane waves were recently explored in [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] .
The orientifold of a plane wave
We will consider the O(7) orientifold projection with vanishing tadpoles of the pp-wave solution of 10d IIB supergravity found in [5] . An O(7) plane carries −4 units of D-7-brane charge, so add 4 D7 branes to cancel the charge locally. This produces a gauge group SO(8) on the worldvolume of the D-7-branes [19] .
We want to take this orientifold of the pp-wave background. We have directions x ± , and y 1,...6 and the two extra directions y 7, 8 . The orientifold acts by sending y 7,8 → −y 7, 8 , and leaves all other coordinates fixed. This breaks half of the 32 supersymmetries.
The metric is
The fixed point set of the orientifold is at y 7,8 = 0. Notice that the orientifold is parallel to the lightcone directions, so that we can take lightcone gauge and quantize the strings in this background. The quantization of the string theory on the pp wave in light cone gauge was done in [20, 21] . Once we choose light cone gauge the orientifold projection will act as a projection on the Hilbert space of the light cone gauge theory.
Let us first consider the closed string sector. Before the projection the light cone action reduced to a set of eight massive bosonic oscillators on a circle. We denote the corresponding 
Note that on the Green Schwarz light cone fermions the orientifold acts as
where S L and S R are real left and right world sheet chirality fermions in definite chirality SO(8) spinor representation (Here and in the following Γ 78 for example denotes Γ 7 Γ 8 ).
However due to the fact that the mass term is of the form S L Γ 5678 S R we find that on the Again due to the specific form of the mass term we find that:
i) all the creation operators carry charge −1/2 with respect to SO(2) 56 acting on 56 directions, while all the annihilation operators carry charge +1/2.
ii) as a result, the ground state (i.e. lowest energy state) carries SO(2) 56 charge +1.
iii) due to the unbalanced number of zero modes, four fermions and six bosons, the open string ground state energy is −p − = µ where µ is the mass of the oscillators. All non-zero momentum oscillators (n = 0) come in equal numbers of bosons and fermions so that their contribution to the ground state energy cancels.
These facts will be important for us in the following when we identify these states with the gauge invariant operators.
The action of these four creation operators generates the vector supermultiplet of theories of 16 supercharges. As usual, the open string ground state is odd under the projection [19] which implies that the Chan-Paton indices are anti-symmetric and therefore are in the adjoint of SO (8) . We can find all open string states by keeping states invariant under the orientifold projection. One way to think about it is to say that we can form any state with the oscillators and then we arrange the SO(8) indices into a symmetric or anti-symmetric representation to obey the orientifold condition.
In appendix A, we give a more detailed proof of the above statements.
II-A. The orientifolded plane wave as a limit of
We write the metric of AdS 5 × S 5 metric as
where the second dΩ 2 3 on S 3 which is part of S 5 is explicitly given as
The Z 2 action which combines with the orientifold projection is ψ ′ → ψ ′ + π. In these coordinates the D7 branes sit at θ ′ = π/2.
We can now take the suitable limits to go to the pp wave solutions exactly as in [1] . This is a Penrose limit. The Penrose limit consists in looking at the neighborhood of a lightlike geodesic. If the geodesic does not intersect the orientifold plane we get the maximally supersymmetric type IIB plane wave [5] . It is more interesting to consider a geodesic that lies on the orientifold plane, in this way we will retain the orientifold plane as we take the limit. For this purpose we consider the case where we boost along ψ.
We define
and we take the limit R → ∞. The metric then becomes (2.1) with µ = 1. In these units we find that
where ∆ is the energy conjugate to t translations and J is conjugate to translations in ψ.
−p + is equal to the light cone hamiltonian.
where the orientifold is lying has a symmetry SO(4) =
In terms of the coordinates in the metric (2.1) we see that J ′ performs rotations in the y 5,6 plane, while J is the one appering in (2.6)
The gauge theory
Consider a theory where we have N D3 branes parallel to the O(7) plane. The D3
branes have a gauge group Sp(N). N denotes the number of D3 branes after we do the orientifold (i.e. in the covering space we have 2N D3 branes). We consider the low energy limit where we decouple the gauge theory living on the D3 branes from the rest. The SO(8) gauge symmetry of the D7 branes becomes a global symmetry of the theory on the D3 branes.
The theory on the D3 branes is an N = 2 theory, with a hypermultiplet in the antisymmetric representation of Sp(N). These antisymmetric representations describe the motion of the D3 brane along the directions of the D7 brane. We will split them into two chiral fields Z, Z ′ . The scalar superpartner of the gauge field will be called W , it describes motions of the branes in the direction transverse to the orientifold. It can be shown that the theory of the D3-branes at the origin in moduli space is conformal [22, 23, 24] . We also have the D3 − D7 strings, which are in the fundamental representation of Sp(N). These are four hypermultiplets in the fundamental, which we label in chiral language by q i ,q i .
Since this representation is real the global symmetry group is SO (8), as expected also from the fact that this is the gauge group of the D7 theory. This theory has a U(1) × SU(2) R R-symmetry and also a SU(2) L × SO(8) global symmetry. The chiral fields Z, Z ′ are doublets of SU(2) L , they have zero charge under U(1), and they, together with their complex conjugates, form a doublet of SU(2) R . The field W is a singlet of both SU(2) symmetries and carries charge 1 under U(1). Finally the fields q,q carry zero U(1) charge, are singlets under SU(2) L and together with their complex conjugates they form a doublet of SU (2) R .
Remembering the definition of the charge J (2.8) we find that Z has J = 1 and Z ′ has J = 0. We also find that q i ,q
We also have the relations −p + = ∆ − J and −p − ∼ (∆ + J)/R 2 , where R 2 is the curvature radius of AdS in string units. In summary, we consider the limit of large 't Hooft coupling and we consider operators with large charge J (with
and small values of ∆ − J.
The superpotential of the theory is given by N = 2 SUSY. In N = 1 language it reads(up to normalizations of the fields)
The F-terms are given by
The action written in terms of components has a potential which is given by the square of the F terms plus the square of the D terms.
A chiral operator with angular momentum J and ∆ − J = 0 is given by
we need the invariant tensor Ω of Sp(N) to raise one of the indices so that we can use matrix multiplication. The indices range from 1 to 2N. This will be identified with the closed string ground state with −p − = 2J/R 2 .
There are other protected BPS operators, or elements of the chiral ring, (see [3] ) whose quantum numbers are those of
More precisely, we have to symmetrize over the positions of Z ′ Ω and of the W Ω insertions.
The reason is that, as usual, any operator proportional to ∂W = 0 (the F terms in (3.2))
is not a primary operator. The F Z = 0 and F Z ′ = 0 equations tell us that W Ω can be commuted freely past ZΩ and Z ′ Ω, and the F W = 0 equation that Z ′ Ω can be commuted past ZΩ 1 . So the operator is actually
Now l 2 should be even since Z and Z ′ are antisymmetric matrices, whereas W is a symmetric matrix, thus the symmetrized sum (ZΩ)
s is a symmetric matrix if s is even, and therefore gives 0 when it multiplies another W Ω. This implies that
we have an even number of W .
We can also have elements of the chiral ring with the same quantum numbers as the
where
The F-terms imply that we should again symmetrize (sum) over all possible positions of the Z ′ Ω insertions and then the operator
is antisymmetric in i, j. These represent the massless open strings at the orientifold fixed point [4] We cannot have elements of the chiral ring where we insert W and Q simultaneously, because using the F-terms we can commute the W past anything else so that it lies adjacent to Q, and then the operator vanishes when we impose that the F q , Fq are zero. In other words, F Z = 0, F Z ′ = 0 tell us that we should sum over the positions of the W Ω insertions with equal weight, and F q = 0, Fq = 0 tell us that the weight at the endpoints should be zero [4] .
The string bit hamiltonian
We now discuss the operators corresponding to the string states that we found above.
The closed and open string ground states are identified as the operators tr((ZΩ) J ) (4.1)
Note that ∆ − J = 0 for (4. Once we include nonzero momentum oscillators, we can act with any number of a
To construct nonzero modes we need to add momentum on the worldsheet, and the momentum n is related to a phase proportional to the J charge to the left of the operator, as in [1] . Let us see how the orientifold projection arises for them. Any state that does not obey the orientifold projection is automatically zero once we take into account the . Now we would like to prove that the operator (4.3) can be interpreted as containing both terms in precisely this combination. To see this we can take the transpose of (4.3). We get a minus sign from the transpose of W . And we easily see that we effectively change the momentum from n → −n. So we see that we indeed have the precise combination we have in the lightcone after performing the orientifold. The two possible J = 1/2 fermions, the one coming from the vector multiplet and the one from the antisymmetric hypermultiplet, get a relative minus sign when we take the transpose. As we said above these two fermions are distinguished by their eigenvalue of J ′ . This is related to the fact that under the orientifold projection the fermions on the string worldsheet get a sign proportional to their J ′ eigenvalue.
The L 0 −L 0 condition is imposed by the cyclicity of the trace as in [1] .
The large N Feynman diagrams of this theory are similar to the SU(N) theory except that the double lines that represent particles do not have oriented edges. They have unoriented edges. This implies that that we can build non-orientable surfaces, etc. When we twist a field in the symmetric or anti-symmetric representations we get different minus signs [25] .
In our case we will be interested only in planar diagrams. So the only difference with SU(N) will be in the labeling of states, as we discussed above. The gauge invariant states automatically implement the orientifold projection.
The derivation of the string hamiltonian is completely parallel to what we discussed in [1] . Here we just note that there is a simple way of doing the computation if we keep track of what terms in the bosonic potential come from the F terms and which from the D terms.
Then it becomes rather simple to compute the conformal dimension of an operator of the form
which contains only chiral fields but with an extra phase for the field Z ′ . These are holomorphic operators. Then we know that when the phases are zero, all diagrams that contribute to the anomalous dimension vanish. In this case diagrams coming from the F terms cancel by themselves, while the ones coming from photons, D-terms and self energy corrections of each individual propagator, cancel each other (see figure 1 ). These latter diagrams do not change the position of the fields, so they will also cancel when we include phases.
So the total anomalous dimension comes from the diagrams involving F terms (see figure   2 ). These diagrams exchange the position of two fields and give a result that depends on the phases. Since the F terms contain commutators we see that the diagrams in figure 2 correctly contain the relative (−1) signs between the terms that exchange position relative to the ones that do not exchange position. This is why the contributions to the anomalous dimensions gives terms that involve (Z
2 in the effective action of the string. conditions. In principle, when we insert excitations with some phases we can put phases that mimic any boundary condition. So we need to understand the first order correction to the Hamiltonian. If we insert a field Z ′ at position k along the "open string of Z" in (4.2) we find an effective Hamiltonian of the form
We are interested in the term proportional to g 2 N. This is a quadratic form which is proportional to the following matrix
and it is a discretized version of the second derivative. Here the only thing to notice are the terms at the upper left and bottom right corner of the matrices which come from examining the potential terms coming from F terms in (3.2). We want to write the theory in terms of normal modes, so we want to write it in terms of eigenvectors of the above matrix. It is a standard exercise in coupled harmonic oscillators to show that the eigenvectors of the above matrix have the form cos πnk/J . So that we effectively have Neumann boundary conditions.
One can also see this explicitly by looking at the first component of the eigenvalue problem for M, (M − λ)v = 0. This takes the form v 1 − v 2 = λv 1 , since the eigenvalue will be proportional to 1/J 2 in the limit of large J we see that this reduces to ∂ σ v ∼ v(0)/J ∼ 0 in the large J limit.
Similarly we can consider an insertion of a W field along the "open string of Zs" (4.2).
Now the matrix to be diagonalized has the form
where the only difference with the previous one is the factor of 2 in the lower right and upper left corners of W . This arises because there is an extra potential term coming from the |F q | 2 terms in the bosonic potential. Again it can be seen that we recover the Dirichlet boundary condition. One can see this by looking at the first equation for an eigenvector v k of eigenvalue λ. This becomes v(0) − ∂ σ v/J ∼ λv(0) which becomes v(0) = 0 in the
In summary, we see that open strings obey the appropriate boundary conditions. These boundary conditions depend on the form of the interactions in the gauge theory.
Conclusions
In this paper we have considered the dual pair of N = 2 superconformal Sp(N) gauge theory and the string theory in the near horizon geometry [26] . If we consider a baryon or a giant graviton with J = N which are represented by D3 branes on S 5 and we take the Penrose limit along a geodesic on the D3 then we find a plane wave with a D3 along x ± and two of the transverse coordinates. In this case we expect that the open string spectrum is given again by putting oscillators with phases on the open strings discussed in [26] . We plan to study this further.
c n are some normalization constants which we shall not need here and Π is the reflection operator Γ 5678 along 4 directions x 5 , .., x 8 . This can be compared with eqs.(2.5-2.7) of [21] , by the substitution (a 
Note that, in particular only half of the fermion zero modes are Z 2 even, signalling that supersymmetry is now half compared to the type IIB case. In particular we note that these Z 2 even fermion zero mode annihilation (creation) operators come with definite eigenvalue w.r.t. iΓ 56 implying that they have J ′ charge −1/2 (+1/2). This is important in the identification with the gauge theory chiral operators since this J ′ charge corresponds to an insertion of the anti-symmetric fermion as opposed to the adjoint fermion.
The physical states are the ones that are even under the above Z 2 and satisfy level matching condition. We take the vacuum state |0, p + > to be even under Z 2 . The states that are obtained by applying bosonic creation operators are
which under Z 2 action transform as
where ℓ is the number of creation operators in ψ along 7 and 8 directions.
Open string sector
In type I', there are also open strings that are stretched between the 8 D7 branes. In the Penrose limit under consideration these D7 branes are located at the origin of the 78 plane.
This means that x 7 and x 8 must satisfy Dirichlet boundary conditions. The boundary conditions at σ = 0 and π are therefore:
∂ σ x I = 0, for I = 1, .., 6;
The general solutions to the equations of motion in the light-cone gauge subject to the above boundary conditions are:
The solution for the θ 1 and θ 2 are the same as in the closed string case eq.(A.1) subject to the condition
There are a few important points to note. While the bosonic Neumann directions x I for I = 1, .., 6 have zero modes, the two Dirichlet directions x 7 and x 8 do not have zero modes. This is just the Schrodinger equation for a non-relativistic 6-dimensional harmonic oscillator and the zero point energy E 0 is simply 6/2µ = 3µ. Comparing with the table above and noting that the scalar fields appear in 2nd and 3rd rows in the table, we conclude c = 1.
A similar analysis for gauge fields can be carried out where the Chern-Simons terms play a crucial role in splitting the energies of V ,V and V i . 
